Audition / Assessment & Callbacks
Fall Semester 2010

The initial round of Auditions for Assessment and Callbacks will take place on Saturday, August 21, beginning at 8am in the Wortham!

Freshmen will be begin at 8am, and will then be welcome to sit in the rest of the morning’s auditions.

All Core ensemble (Fresh, Soph & Jr) and Graduate MFA’s are REQUIRED to audition.

ALL students must turn in an audition form to Carolyn Boone’s mailbox by noon on Friday, August 20. Failure to turn in a completed form will exclude you from auditioning! These forms are all available at Jim Johnson’s faculty webpage

Specific audition times will be posted for everyone by 6pm on Friday, August 20. You will also be able to view this at Jim Johnson’s faculty webpage (Approximate Times: Fresh 8am, Soph 9:15am, Jr 10:15am, BAs 11am, MFAs 11:45am)
May 5, 2010

Please bring an updated headshot and resume to the audition when you check in on Saturday. Your audition will be limited to a maximum of two minutes fifteen seconds (2:15) INCLUDING the introduction. You must perform two contrasting monologues that are appropriate for the shows being cast. You will be stopped at 2:15.

Callbacks for all shows will be posted by 1pm the same day!

These are the likely callback times:

Saturday, August 21:
  2pm:  Up
  6pm:  Best Christmas Pageant Ever

Sunday, August 22:
  12pm: 208 Show(s) TBA
  4pm:  Richard III

Specific requirements for each callback will be posted by the director & production team.

Carolyn Boone
 cboone@uh.edu